The intrinsic anomalous Hall (AH) effect is a result of a non-zero
The unification of topological quantum phenomena in momentum-space and real-space in a single device provides a unique platform for dissipationless spin-textured spintronic applications.
Electronic band structures of nontrivial topology in momentum-space and magnetic chiral spin textures in real-space have attracted enormous attention in the past decade since they harbor elegant Berry curvature physics 1, 2, 3 . The intrinsic anomalous Hall (AH) effect is such an example: it is induced by the Berry curvature in momentum-space in ferromagnetic (FM) materials 4 and can even be quantized under certain circumstances, leading to the quantum anomalous Hall (QAH) effect. The QAH effect has been theoretically proposed 5, 6, 7, 8 and experimentally realized 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 in magnetically doped topological insulator (TI) films. On the other hand, chiral magnetic textures (e.g. skyrmions or chiral domain walls) provide another example of non-trivial topology, but in real-space. It has been shown that chiral spin textures can also induce a Hall current: this is known as the topological Hall (TH) effect and is generally regarded as the transport signature of non-zero spin chirality 3 . The TH effect has been experimentally observed in many magnetic systems, such as MnSi 14, 15 , MnGe 16 , FeGe 17 , and SrIrO3/SrRuO3 interface 18, 19 as well as magnetically doped TI films and heterostructures 20, 21 .
Although both the QAH and TH effect have been separately observed in magnetically doped TI materials, the sample conditions for realizing them are quite different and to our knowledge, there is no existing report that reveals both phenomena in a single sample. Therefore, it is an interesting question to ask if both effects can coexist in a single sample by fine-tuning the carrier density through electric gating 9, 10, 19, 20, 21 . The observation of both phenomena in a single sample will provide a new platform to understand the interplay of momentum-space and realspace Berry curvatures in magneto-transport phenomena.
To unify the QAH and TH effects in a TI-based device, the sample should accommodate the following three conditions: (i) The time-reversal (TR) symmetry is broken, which is the common prerequisite for both the QAH and TH effect; (ii) 22, 23 , the QAH state is also unlikely in these samples. In uniformly doped QAH samples, the inversion symmetry is respected in the bulk 9, 10 , so that the DM interaction is induced only on the surface 24, 25 . However, the DM interactions from the two opposite SSs have opposite signs. Once two surfaces are strongly coupled, no chiral structure can be formed.
Effectively, the overall DM interaction felt by the magnetization is greatly reduced and it is difficult to realize the TH effect in such uniformly doped QAH samples. Therefore, to realize the crossover from the QAH to TH effects in one system, the two surfaces of a QAH sample should be separated and inversion symmetry must be broken by an external knob (e.g. gating), in order to engender finite DM interactions. In this Article, we report the realization of all the necessary conditions needed for observing both the QAH and TH effect in a single sample.
We fabricated a TI-based sandwich structure with an undoped TI layer (5 QL (Bi, Sb)2Te3 layers) inserted between two magnetic TI layers (two 3QL Cr-doped (Bi,Sb)2Te3 layers with the same Cr concentration) (Figs. 1a and 1b) . Such a 3-5-3 sandwich heterostructure has the following advantages: (i) The nonmagnetic TI layer can serve as a spacer to separate the magnetic exchange interaction between the two magnetic TI layers 26, 27, 28 . As a result, the influence of the DM interaction can be maximized since the magnetic moments in each magnetic TI layer interacts only with their own SS.
(ii) Both the top and bottom SSs are separately gapped by the magnetization in the two magnetic TI layers, thus making the QAH effect possible. We also grew a variety of other sample configurations as well as a second 3-5-3 sample to substantiate the arguments that will be presented in this Article (see Supplementary Information).
The magnetic/nonmagnetic/magnetic TI sandwich heterostructures were grown on 0.5mm thick heat-treated SrTiO3 (111) substrate in a molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) chamber with a base vacuum ~ 2×10 -10 mbar. The Bi/Sb ratio in each layer is optimized to tune the chemical potentials near the charge neutral point. The transport studies were carried out in a dilution refrigerator (Leiden Cryogenics, 10 mK, 9 T) and a Physical Property Measurement System (Quantum Design, 2 K, 9 T) with the magnetic field applied perpendicular to the film plane. Sixterminal Hall bars with bottom-gate electrodes (Fig. 1a) were used for the transport studies.
We now focus on measurements of the 3-5-3 heterostructure. When the bottom gate Vg = 0V, the FM order at low-temperatures gaps out the top and bottom SSs, and the chemical potential is located inside the magnetic exchange gaps of both surfaces (Fig. 1b) . This is evidenced by the observation of the perfect quantized Hall resistance (yx) of h/e 2 and the vanishing longitudinal resistance (xx) at T = 30 mK (Figs. 1c and 1d) . With increasing temperature, the sample deviates from the QAH state and shows transport properties of a conventional FM material: hysteretic yx loops and butterfly-shaped xx. The Curie temperature (TC) of the 3-5-3 sandwich heterostructure sample is determined to be ~ 19 K using Arrott plots (see Supplementary Information). When Vg is tuned to -80 V, a number of hole carriers are injected into the sample and dissipative channels are introduced. yx(0) thus deviates from h/e 2 . Intriguingly, a "hump" feature within a range of a fraction of a Tesla above 0Hc appears in yx curves (green shadow area), i.e., the Hall curve under downward 0H sweep does not overlap with that under upward 0H sweep when 0H > 0Hc (Fig. 2c) . The "hump" feature observed here is usually interpreted as a signature of the TH effect and considered as strong evidence for the existence of chiral magnetic textures in the real-space 3, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 . Therefore, by utilizing the bottom electrostatic gating effect on such magnetic/nonmagnetic/magnetic TI sandwich heterostructures, our experiment demonstrated a clear crossover between the QAH and TH effect. This "hump" feature of TH effect becomes more pronounced as the chemical potential is approaching the bulk valence bands (Figs. 2a and 2b).
When Vg > Vg 0 , the electron carriers are injected into the sandwich sample, allowing the chemical potential to approach the bulk conduction band. A trace of the "hump" feature also appears ( Fig. 2e) , and then fades away when more electrons are introduced (Fig. 2f) . The asymmetric behavior of the TH effect in n-and p-type regions is possibly a result of the nonsymmetric electronic band structure of TI materials 23, 29 , as discussed below. We note that the slope of the Hall traces at high magnetic fields (0.5 T < 0H < 1.5 T) is always negative in both Vg < Vg 0 and Vg > Vg 0 regions, which suggests that the standard Hall coefficient RN cannot be used to estimate carrier density near the QAH regime (see Fig. S8 and the relevant discussion in Supplementary Information).
In a FM material, the total Hall resistance ρyx is a result of three contributions: the normal In order to understand the experimental observations, we propose a physical picture based on the emergence of chiral spin textures around the 0Hc regime. The observed "hump" structure in the ρyx has been observed in a variety of noncollinear magnetic systems, particularly magnetic skyrmion systems 14, 15, 16, 17 , and is regarded as the key signature for the chirality of skyrmions. The DM interaction here is attributed to the strong spin-orbit coupling in our system. It can be computed via the spin susceptibility of a simplified model for TI films 38 . Figure 4f shows the total , which behaves similarly as the ρyx TH in our experiment shown in Fig. 3a . We first notice a large asymmetry between the electron and hole doping sides. This is because the SS is close to the bulk valence band but well below the bulk conduction band. Fig. 3c . At an even higher temperature ( >5 K), the vanishing of ρyx TH is the result of the fact that the thermal fluctuation is much larger than the energy scale of DM interaction and thus destroy the chirality of magnetic domain walls.
There is a recent experiment suggesting an alternative interpretation of the "hump" feature in ρyx of the SrIrO3/SrRuO3/SrTiO3 sandwich structures 41 , in which the SrIrO3/SrRuO3 and SrRuO3/SrTiO3 interfaces have the opposite AH signs and different 0Hc. In their sandwich structure sample, the antiferromagnetic alignment configuration between the two magnetic interfaces will induce a larger ρyx than the FM alignment. This can lead to the TH effect-like hump structure. However, this scenario is unlikely to occur in our magnetic/nonmagnetic/magnetic TI sandwich heterostructure for the following reasons: (i) The ρyx with a negative sign together with a significantly enhanced 0Hc has never been observed in Cr-doped (Bi,Sb)2Te3 samples.
(ii) As a control experiment, we grew 5QL V-doped TI (Bi,Sb)2Te3 on top of the 3-5-3 sandwich sample and used the exchange coupling to increase the 0Hc of the top Cr-doped TI layer. This structure configuration favors the formation of the antiferromagnetic alignment between the top and bottom Cr-doped TI layers. The "hump" feature, however, disappears rather than being enhanced (see Supplementary Information).
To summarize, we fabricated magnetic/nonmagnetic/magnetic TI sandwich heterostructures and observed the crossover between the QAH to TH effect by applying an electrostatic gating voltage. The observation of the crossover from the QAH effect to the TH effect in a single sample reveals the transformation of Berry curvature from the momentumspace to the real-space. Our theoretical calculations demonstrate that the two surfaces of the sandwich heterostructure with asymmetric potentials can form a finite DM interaction, which corresponds to the emergence of the TH effect. The chiral magnetic domain walls relevant to the TH effect can be utilized to record the spin information 34 , while the dissipation-free chiral edge states in the QAH effect can be used to transfer this information with low-energy cost. The marriage of the TH and QAH effect opens the door for further explorations of magnetic TI-based multilayer heterostructures for proof-of-concept next generation energy-efficient spintronic and electronic applications.
Methods

MBE growth of TI sandwich heterostructure.
The magnetic/nonmagnetic/magnetic TI sandwich heterostructure growth was carried out Hall-bar device fabrications.
The TI sandwich heterostructures grown on 2 mm × 10 mm heated-treated insulating SrTiO3 (111) were scratched into a Hall bar geometry using a computer-controlled probe station.
The effective area of the Hall bar device is ~ 1 mm × 0.5 mm. The electrical Ohmic-contacts for transport measurements were made by pressing indium spheres on the Hall bar. The bottom gate electrode was prepared through an indium foil on the back side of the SrTiO3 substrate.
Transport measurements.
Transport measurements were conducted using both a Quantum Design Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS; 2 K, 9 T) and a Leiden Cryogenics dilution refrigerator (10 mK, 9
T) with the magnetic field applied perpendicular to the film plane. The bottom gate voltage was applied using a Keithley 6430. The excitation currents in the DC PPMS measurements (≥ 2 K) is 1 A. We used a PicoWatt AVS-47 AC resistance bridge to conduct the dilution refrigerator measurements (< 2 K) with a low excitation current ( 2 ) and a "hump" feature shaded in green which is known as the TH effect appears. Insets of (a-f) show the TH resistance yx  , which is subtracted using the following method: the offset resistance of yx when the external 0H is swept upward and downward. Blue (red) curve represents the process for increasing (decreasing) 0H. 
